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Abstract

The main task of traffic monitoring applications is to iden-
tify (and track) moving targets. Thresholding an image re-
sulting from a background difference operation is a com-
mon way to detect moving pixels and represents the start-
ing point for all of the subsequent operations. Therefore, a
wrong choice for the threshold could afflict final results. The
morphological operations utilized within most of the traffic
monitoring systems to remove noise dramatically undergo
the effect of a “wrong” thresholding. Namely, sometimes
wrong thresholded images do not allow morphological op-
erators to reconstruct the whole signal. Besides, a fine tun-
ing of the parameters related to morphological operators is
often required.

The segmentation method we present in this work has
been used within the traffic monitoring system we are devel-
oping. It is based on an original morphological operation
which takes advantage of all the true signals which pass
through a low threshold, without being heavily afflicted by
the inevitable huge amount of noise. The decision of re-
moving, or preserving, a connected component is based on
whether a given object is structured according a given pat-
tern. The operator we developed accomplishes this task in
an original way. Last but not least, the simplicity required
to tune the few parameters related to the morphological op-
erator encourages its use.

1. Introduction
The segmentation technique we describe in this paper is ac-
tually used within the traffic monitoring system we are de-
veloping ([1], [2]). To have correctly segmented moving
blobs (a sort of coherent connected regions, sharing com-
mon features) represents a key issue in all the visual surveil-
lance system. In fact, a weak segmentation step could affect
the subsequent stages of feature extraction and tracking. In
our system, after that a background has been generated dur-
ing a bootstrap phase ([3]) and the arithmetic subtraction
between the reference background and the current frame has
been performed, one suitable threshold must be chosen and
applied. The resulting image will constitute the input for the

subsequent stage of segmentation. Therefore, the tasks of
choosing a threshold and the proper segmentation method
are highly correlated.

The major drawback of threshold-based approaches is
that they often lack finding the best separation between true
positive signals and false positive signals (noise). Namely,
if the threshold is kept too low, a lot of true positive signals
maybe are not detected. On the opposite, an excessively
high value includes most of the moving pixels together with
a lot of noise.

The purpose of the novel operator we setup is to detect
connected objects on the basis of the criterion that a given
structure must fit inside the object. This is achieved by ex-
ploiting at their best the amount of true signals emerged
from the threshold operation. In addition, this allows keep-
ing the threshold quite low in order not to miss too many
true signals and obtaining a very good definition of ex-
tracted blobs. In particular, the decision of preserving a
“structured” component is based on a measurement crite-
rion which we called “the fitness” of the operator.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next Section
an introduction concerning the most utilized morphologi-
cal operators is presented. In Section 3 we review some
segmentation method used within a few visual surveillance
systems. In Section 4 a detailed description of our segmen-
tation method is given, as well as our original structural
analysis operation is thoroughly described. Experimental
results are shown in Section 5 and Section 6 draws conclu-
sions and future works.

2. Morphological Operators
Before either reviewing some other work or analyzing the
segmentation stage we perform, we guess that some basic
principle regarding the morphological operations must be
explained.

The field of mathematical morphology contributes to a
wide range of operators to image processing; they are all
based around a few simple mathematical concepts belong-
ing to the Set Theory ([4]). Here, we do not describe this
theory, we only give some basic principle of its application.

Actually, we are only interested in handling binary im-



ages. For a binary image, black pixels (“0”) are normally
taken to represent background regions, while white pixels
(“1”) denote foreground. Therefore, all of the examples
shown in this paper will be based on this assumption.

The two most basic operations in mathematical morphol-
ogy aredilation anderosion. These operations can be con-
sidered as morphological non-linear filters. Both of the in-
volved operators take two inputs: an image to be dilated (or
eroded), and astructuring element (SE)(Figure 1). The SE
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Figure 1: Example of a structuring element, with the origin
marked by a circle

is to mathematical morphology what the convolution kernel
is to Filter Theory. It consists of apattern specified as the
coordinates of a number of discrete points relative to some
origin (in Figure 1 the origin is marked by a ring around
that point). Normally, Cartesian coordinates are used and so
a convenient way of representing the element is as a small
image on a square (or rectangular) grid. Actually, a���
grid with its origin at the center is the most commonly seen
type. An important point is that not every cell in the grid is
part of the SE in general. In fact, we must not forget that
the element represents the pattern we are looking for within
the image.

When a morphological operation is carried out, the ori-
gin of the SE is typically translated to each pixel position
in the image in turn, and then the points within the trans-
lated SE are compared with the underlying image pixel val-
ues. The details of this comparison and the effect of the
outcome depend on which morphological operator is being
used. Sometimes this operation is performedlike the con-
volution operation, thus SE’s are also calledkernels.

Let us go back to the concepts of dilation and erosion.
The amount and the way that they grow or shrink depends
upon the choice of the SE. Dilating or eroding without spec-
ifying the SE makes no more sense than trying to lowpass
filter an image without specifying the filter. In addition,
other mathematical morphology operators can be defined in
terms of combinations of erosion and dilation. The most
important areopening andclosing.

To conclude, this work could seem to a perfunctory
reader related to the field of statistical morphology ([5]).
However, it is worth remarking that while in statistical mor-
phology the center of the SE is considered to be “a winner”
according to a probability value, in our approach the winner
is deterministically established on the basis of how much a
well-defined simple small structure may be considered be-
longing to a wider complex “physical” structure.

3. Previous Works
Applications of mathematical morphology to object seg-
mentation has been proposed for many years, therefore a
huge amount of works exists in this field. However, most of
the works accomplished in sequence analyses, within traf-
fic monitoring or visual surveillance applications, only deal
with morphological opening and closing operations. This
due mainly for the simplicity of these two operations, which
have as a drawback a low precision. This is yet more evi-
dent in presence of very noisy images, like ours.

The system W� described in [6] works on a binary image
stemming from a thresholding operation on a background
difference image. First, one iteration of erosion is applied
to remove one-pixel noise. Then a fast binary connected
component operation allows to remove small regions and to
find likely foreground regions, which are further enclosed
by bounding boxes. In order to restore the original size of
the objects, a morphological opening is applied. After reap-
plying a background subtraction and a size thresholding op-
eration, a morphological closing is performed only to those
regions which are enclosed by the bounding boxes. Authors
met with great difficulties the right combination for the mor-
phological operations and made this system result in a quite
scene-dependent application.

In [7, 8] authors use three frame differencing until a
background model is stabilized. After that, the background
subtraction technique is used and a thresholding operation
permits to obtain moving pixels. In all the cases, moving
pixels are grouped by means of a connected component ap-
proach. Two iterations of morphological dilation and one
erosion step are performed in order to reconstruct incom-
plete targets. Noise is removed by filtering the size of the
pixels’ area. As a result, blobs are extracted with a rough
definition.

In order to segment moving regions, authors in [9] start
with the three frame differencing approach, followed by a
thresholding operation. A size filtering operation follows in
order to clean small spots due, for example, to small move-
ments of the sensors. Further, the contour enclosing mov-
ing objects is defined by means of a morphological closing.
Blobs thus extracted show a bad definition.

4. Blob Segmentation
The segmentation step we describe is referred to the traffic
monitoring system we are developing. It relies on a sta-
tionary video camera or, at most, on a camera moving in a
“step and stare” mode. The algorithm processes one frame
at a time and it gives the segmented interesting blobs as
the final output, which here are made of vehicles, humans,
shadows or all of them. The outline of the blob segmenta-
tion algorithm is described in Figure 2. This stage takes the
background and thecurrent frame (a sample is shown Fig-
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Figure 2: General scheme for the segmentation algorithm

ure 3) as input images. After performing the background

Figure 3: A sample frame extracted from our test sequence

differencing and a thorough analysis in order to determine
a correctthreshold �� , the algorithm produces a noisy im-
age (Figure 4) which retains most of the true moving pixels
together with false signals due to noise and uninteresting
moving objects, such as hedges and trees. These signals
must be removed and the shape of interesting moving ob-
jects must be “extracted”. Removing these signals has been
often called in the image processing community theFalse
Positive Reduction (FPR) step. Here, this has been accom-
plished by using our morphological operations thoroughly
described in the next Section. Basically, we look for a pre-
determined structure within the scene, so that blobs fitting
that structure can be “reconstructed” and in the meanwhile
noise can be removed since it does not fit the same structure.

At last, all of the regions must belabeled so as to make
them feasible to be distinguished from each other.

4.1 Structural Analysis

For every moving blob detected through the image subtrac-
tion operation, there are a lot of signals which alter the right

Figure 4: The binary result after thresholding the outcome
of the background subtraction operation (�� � ��)

perception of the blob itself.
The method we have developed aims to give a measure of

how much a pixel belongs to a structural windowed region
around it, thus resulting in a very effective FPR step. The
operation we perform acts in a slightly different way with
respect to the ones employing the “classic” morphological
operators described in Section 2. In fact, we introduce the
concept offitness of the pixel at the center of the SE in re-
spect of the pattern it should belong to. The first step is to
define the basic structure we intend to address. Figure 5(a)
shows the basic structure and thecompound structure (b)

(b)(a)

(c)

Figure 5: Structuring elements: basic (a), compound (b) and
cell-based (c)

we use. The latter is obtained by rotating the former by
��Æ� ���Æ and���Æ. This is as to say that the basic struc-
ture is searched by considering every spatial arrangement.
In addition to these two structures, we define acell-based
structure (Figure 5(c)). It is built through stemming from
the compound structure (b) the same as (b) has been built
starting from (a). But (b) is symmetric; thus (c) is formed
basically by the set of all possible occurrences of the com-
pound structure. Namely, in the example of Figure 5 the
cell-based element (c) is composed by 9 compound (cell)
elements (b), whose centers are the white circles plus the
black circle.

How does this method exactly work? In our implementa-
tion, all the pixels of the elements involved in (a), (b) or (c)
are assigned “1”. In case of the basic structure (Figure 5(a)),



a logical AND between the pixel pointed by the circle and
each one of its three neighborhoods is performed. The arith-
metic sum of these three partial results represent the fitness
of the pixel pointed by the circle (therefore, the fitness max-
imum value is 3). Further, a hard threshold on this fitness
value allows the pixel to be assigned “1” or “0”; this oc-
curs whether the fitness is greater or less than the thresh-
old, respectively. In case of the compound structure (Fig-
ure 5(b)), this procedure is accomplished for four times, one
for each possible position of the basic element (a) within the
compound element (b). Unlike what we have made before,
the partial fitnesses computed for the pixels pointed by the
white circles are summed to each other instead of being as-
signed to the pixel. Here, the fitness maximum value can
go up to��	 � ��, in case of all the underlying image pix-
els hold “1”. The outcome of the threshold operation per-
formed on the total amount of fitness is finally given to the
pixel corresponding to the center of the structure (the black
circle). At last, for the cell-based structure (Figure 5(c)),
first we compute the fitness for each cell and then the over-
all fitness is assigned again to the central pixel pointed by
the black circle. Here, the fitness maximum value�� is
given by Expression 1:

�� � ���
��� � ���
� � ���
�� ��� � ��� (1)

where��� and �� represent the basic and the compound el-
ement side length, respectively, and
��� � ���

� gives the
number of possible positions of (b) within (c).

There are two ways of performing the above morpho-
logical operation. In an its early version ([1]), the operator
“switched on” dark pixels belonging to the desired struc-
ture, thus resulting essentially in a “smart” dilation. In ad-
dition, it “switched off” white non-structured pixels, which
are probably nothing else but noise. Often this approach en-
larged a blob in correspondence of its borders, thus resulting
in an overall loss of resolution.

Actually, we realized that using a more noisy image
and only switching off pixels not belonging to any struc-
ture better preserves both blob shape and border. In this
way, the operator performs a “smart” erosion, namely, only
noisy pixels are removed from the image. The improvement
achieved can be appreciated when comparing Figure 6 and
Figure 12, each one representing a significant output frame
of the segmentation stage by applying the former and the
latter approach, respectively. When employing the former
approach, the loss in terms of blob resolution yields three
distinct blobs to be merged and detected as though they
were one.

5. Experimental Results
The input of the system is constituted by a 210 frame gray
level sequence representing a daytime traffic scene, with

Figure 6: An output frame of the segmentation stage, where
the blobs have been labeled. It is related to an earlier version
of the method

��	���� frame size and working at 10 Hz. In all the ex-
periments we use as a compound element the one shown
in Figure 5(b). The overall motion detection algorithm has
been written in C and works under Windows, Solaris and
Linux OS’s.

Fundamentally, once the basic SE has been defined, two
more parameters have to be set. The first is the size of the
cell-based element, the second is the threshold�� for the
fitness. The first parameter is strictly related to the threshold
�� applied to the background difference operation. In fact,
a very low value for�� yields zones with a high density
of noisy pixels (Figure 7) which could mislead the morpho-

Figure 7: The binary result of the background differencing
operation by using a relaxed threshold�� � �

logical operator in case it looks for quite small structures.
Practically speaking, thesize of the cell-based element de-
termines the minimum value of�� that leads the possible
detected false blobs not to be comparablein size with the
smallest true blobs we want the system to reveal. In fact,
we see in Figure 8 a lot of small false blobs which have
been introduced by a too low value of�� whit respect to
the “small” size (���) of the cell-based element utilized.



Figure 8: The outcome of the structural analysis performed
on the image of Figure 7 by means of a��� cell-based ele-
ment with�� � ���

As a matter of fact, in Figure 9 a higher size (�����) for
the cell-based element reduces the number of false blobs

Figure 9: The outcome of the structural analysis performed
on the image of Figure 7 by means of a����� cell-based
element with�� � ���

present in Figure 8.
The second parameter, the threshold�� , affects theden-

sity of the structure. Namely, in order that a pixel may be
considered belonging to a structure, its fitness must exceed
�� . Therefore, a low value for�� yields a dense area to
be considered as a structure, whether it is a real structure or
also noise. As a direct consequence we attain a high num-
ber of false blobs and, above all, dirty blob border. These
effects can be fully appreciated when comparing Figure 10
and Figure 11 that represent the outcome of the structural
analysis performed on the image of Figure 4 by means of
a ��� cell-based element, with�� � ��� and�� � ���,
respectively.

Let us go back to our application. Figure 11 also rep-
resents the true outcome of the FPR step performed in our
system. With this value for�� and�� all the noisy pixels of
Figure 4 have been cleaned. In addition, also the structures

Figure 10: The outcome of the structural analysis per-
formed on the image of Figure 4 by means of a��� cell-
based element with�� � ���

Figure 11: The outcome of the structural analysis per-
formed on the image of Figure 4 by means of a��� cell-
based element with�� � ���

not completely visible at a glance have been successfully
preserved. It is worth remarking that since a noisy image
also contains a lot of useful pixels, the blobs detected are
rather dense. This allows not applying heavy morpholog-
ical operations in order to fill the blobs, because they are
basically already connected, thus preserving the blob’s bor-
der, hence its definition.

Figure 12 shows a significant output frame of the seg-
mentation stage, after that a morphological closing on the
image of Figure 11 has been performed by using a� � �
kernel. We can appreciate how this operation does not in-
troduce any relevant change to the overall shape of each
blob. This is yet more evident for the small (red) blob in the
upper side of the image.

This result can also be compared with the “ground truth”
(Figure 13) we have previously segmented by hand. During
this tedious manual extraction, even the smallest regions
have been extracted in order to make a quantitative quality
measure of the detection method feasible and highly accu-
rate. As a final result, we miss a negligible blob and, on the



Figure 12: An output frame of the segmentation stage,
where the blobs have been labeled

Figure 13: The “ground-truth” related to the frame studied
as far

contrary, we introduce two small false blobs, which could
be easily cleaned in a further area-based thresholding. It
is worth remarking that any size-filtering has not been per-
formed till now in order to better assess the effectiveness of
this method.

6. Conclusions and Future Works
In this work a segmentation method utilized within the traf-
fic monitoring application we are developing is described.
The original morphological operation we devised in order to
perform the FPR step shows up two properties. The first is
that the operator works better with very noisy images, since
these also retain most of the source signals. The second be-
ing someway related to the first; in fact, this operator is able
to detect, andpreserve, the structure of the moving blobs
while it removes noise. The presented method combines
a model-based and a thresholding approach, thus working
sensibly and resulting in a human-like behavior.

Let us move to some directions for further improve-
ments. Even though we use our operator only in the pres-
ence of binary images, it could be applied to gray level im-

ages as well. Besides, different basic SE’s could be consid-
ered as well as different sizes for each element of Figure 5.
A thorough inquiry should concern with the method used to
choose a suitable threshold for the “morphological” fitness.
At last, an efficient algorithm able to reduce the computa-
tional burden is being studied.
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